Dear visitors,

you are standing on the premises of a cemetery with the functioning Church of All Saints with the Ossuary, whose owner is the Roman Catholic Parish Kutná Hora – Sedlec. While on these premises, please respect the following:

1. When entering the premises of the cemetery as well as the Church of All Saints (the same usually applies for other churches in the world) you should wear suitable clothing (pictograms with pictures of suitable clothing can be found at the entrance to the cemetery and the church; see KUTNÁ HORA PUBLIC BURIAL GROUND REGULATIONS, Par. 3, Item 1.) By suitable clothing we mean proper length of the clothing, sleeves and legs. For entering the church it is not allowed to wear clothes which do not correspond with common society norms - it means unsuitable, extravagant clothes or costumes which do not respect the sacred character of the last resting place of 40,000 deceased. (In case you need, you can borrow a scarf for proper veiling during your sightseeing tour at the main ticket office).

2. Visitors are to have a valid ticket when entering the bottom chapel of the cemetery Church of All Saints. The tickets can be purchased only in the ticket shop placed at Infocentre (Zámecká Street 279).

Regarding the piety of the entire place and the protection of the historic value of the above mentioned facilities visitors are also forbidden:

3. To move among the graves outside the main marked paved path.

4. To sit on the graves, eat on them, step on them or damage or dishonour them in any way.
5. To smoke on the premises of the cemetery and the church, to eat and drink.

6. To drop rubbish on the ground in the cemetery. For your rubbish please use the rubbish bins placed on the premises of the cemetery. (see KUTNÁ HORA PUBLIC BURIAL GROUND REGULATIONS, Par. 3, Item 4.)

7. To enter the premises of the cemetery or the church with animals, not even on a lead or in a bag. (see KUTNÁ HORA PUBLIC BURIAL GROUND REGULATIONS, Par. 3, Item 7.)

8. To enter and stay in the cemetery if you are under the influence of alcohol or drugs (see KUTNÁ HORA PUBLIC BURIAL GROUND REGULATIONS, Par. 3, Item 7.), People behaving inappropriately, who disturb or attack other visitors, are forbidden also. Such people can be asked to leave the premises of the cemetery and the Church of All Saints. The Czech police can be called to assist if these regulations are violated.

9. To use mobile phones on the premises of the Church of All Saints (including all the interior and both chapels).

10. To enter zones on the premises of the Church of All Saints (all the interior and both chapels) which are marked as unaccessible for the public (such places are usually marked properly - by a horizontal obstacle in the form of a wooden railing or visible hanging ropes).

11. To touch, move or take away any bones and parts of the interior on the premises of the Church of All Saints (all the interior and both chapels).
12. To take photos with integrated or additional flashlight, a tripod or any other additional stand or stabilizing item. Publishing photos and videos taken in this sacred place on websites is forbidden. Detailed regulations can be found at: www.sedlec.info.

The above mentioned restrictions under Items 2-11 were created so that all well-behaved visitors can get an undisturbed experience from the sightseeing in the cemetery as well as other facilities and so that these are kept intact.

13. You are kindly asked to keep your voice down on the premises of the underground chapel of the Church of All Saints.

14. The southern terrace is accesible from higher chapel during the opening hours to the public. The church employees' responsibility is to decide whether they close the terrace during the thundery or other danger due to the safety or not.

Not respecting these regulations can result in the visitor not being permitted to enter the sight or being expelled from the premises of the Cemetery church of All Saints or the cemetery. There is no right to claim a refund of the admission fee.

Should you have any suggestions, questions or feedback, please do not contact the assistants in the church, but contact us at: info@sedlec.info or on 326 551 049.
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